NADRA is the largest centralized citizen database which has become highly incompetent and corrupt over the years due to lack of accountability. Breaches within NADRA have taken place due to errors that can happen, and why they should care about this data. The need for data protection laws has to be highlighted.

NADRA OFFICIALS are caught doing CORRUPTION multiple times in 2015 - 2016

ISSUANCE OF FAKE CNICs TO ALIENS

NADRA also listed the slain Taliban chief Mullah Mansoor as a Pakistani national in their database in 2016.

NADRA WEBSITE HACK

2012 hacked by Turkish hackers
2013 hacked twice: Aug & Sept

BLOCKED CNICs by NADRA

2015 100,000 Pakistanis who had CNICs blocked by NADRA listed their complaints to the FIA to review the NADRA registration of their status.

CNIC ISSUED TO NAT GEO FAME GIRL

NADRA issued three CNICs to Nat Geo Fame Girl Sharbat Bibi and two more after obtaining CNICs, because of 2013 law which is in violation to the rules and procedures of NADRA. As NADRA officials did not follow the rules and procedures of NADRA, FIA had to remove officer who issued the CNICs.

DATA SHARING BY NADRA

NADRA shared a database of millions of Pakistanis with the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA). NADRA also shared its data with USA after 9/11.

5000 CNICs were issued by NADRA in 2015.

NADRA WEBSITE HACK:

2012 hacked by Turkish hackers
2013 hacked twice: Aug & Sept

BLOCKED CNICs by NADRA

2015 100,000 Pakistanis who had CNICs blocked by NADRA listed their complaints to the FIA to review the NADRA registration of their status.

CNIC ISSUED TO NAT GEO FAME GIRL

NADRA issued three CNICs to Nat Geo Fame Girl Sharbat Bibi and two more after obtaining CNICs, because of 2013 law which is in violation to the rules and procedures of NADRA. As NADRA officials did not follow the rules and procedures of NADRA, FIA had to remove officer who issued the CNICs.